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ABSTRACT
Inheritance is one of the important properties of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP).
The new class, which inherits from its parent, can use the properties and methods of its ancestors in
the hierarchy. The reusable property leads to the more easily and rapidly software development..

Although the inheritance mechanism is useful, but, more often, the addition needs to modify some
old classes of the program for supporting the new function. Thus, the new version affects the
structure of the old.
AspectJ is the general propose Aspect-Oriented Programming, which is the new
technology that expands the old paradigm as OOP. Its idea is used to separate the spaghetti codes,
the same function which scatter in any method, and builds the cross-cutting concern or aspect. It
relies on the join point model (JPM) and weaving its advice to the pointcut, which is the specific
point in the sequence of program. This mechanism allows the programmer to change the ability of
the program with no modification of its structure. Therefore, it is suitable to apply to the complex and
dynamic system, like the traffic system simulation.
This thesis intends to present the use of AspectJ to build the flexible traffic system
simulation framework, which simulate the twoway traffic on the oneway traffic and the u-turn traffic
with the same results as the framework which builds on Java and design pattern. The result, in the
scope of this thesis, shows that, the framework with AspectJ completely reuses all classes of the
oneway traffic. The change to the twoway traffic and the u-turn traffic needs no modify classes. And
it run in the same way as the version of Java and design pattern does. In the other hand, the other
framework which builds on Java and design pattern needs to modify some classes of the oneway
traffic for supporting the twoway and u-turn traffic. It can conclude that AspectJ makes change to the
program dynamically and is flexibility to add or remove an aspect without any effect to the program.
Otherwise, AspectJ can have the same effect to the other dynamic system also. For example, we
can use it to change the number of lane, the number of traffic lightas phase and the path of vehicle
at runtime.

